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STRENGTHENING SUPPORT FOR MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES

We would like to commend the World Bank for the work undertaken by the Task Force
on Middle-Income Countries. In particular, initiative of consulting with a significant number of
middle-income borrowing countries prior to defining the new strategy should be highlighted.
These countries view this as sign of willingness on the part of the Bank to sharpen the focus on
its clients needs, a pattern that should be followed as a model in future Bank policies.

It makes sense for the World Bank to have a customized approach to middle-income
countries that is different from what it currently applies to low income countries. These two
groups have specific  needs based on their respective levels of development, institutional
capacity, and access to markets. The middle-income countries as a group also present great
diversity. The Bank should be flexible in designing support to them, in terms of  the use of
lending instruments, technical assistance and other non-lending services they require.

It is very clear that the World Bank still has an important role to play in middle-income
countries, given the large numbers of poor people among their population. We share the view
that poverty reduction should remain the overarching objective of the Bank Group in all of its
client countries. Achieving poverty reduction and sustaining it over time requires both domestic
and international macroeconomic stability. The Bank Group can catalyze private capital flows
and help reduce the effects of market volatility through its own financing, in addition to
supporting the strengthening of domestic policies and institutions. The recent Asian crisis has
demonstrated that financial crises can substantially erode past achievements of development and
poverty reduction efforts in particular. The growing importance of developing countries as a
whole for the world economy, the wide range of reforms being undertaken in particular in the
financial sector  in many of these countries, many with Bank support, , emphasizes the great
responsibility for  the Bank Group  with regard to  international stability.

We very much welcome the suggestion made in the document for a scaling up of
programmatic adjustment lending for countries at an advanced stage of reforms. This instrument
has the distinct  advantage of allowing for synchronization with countries’ budget cycles thereby
eliminating pressures for inflating public deficits that may result with traditional project lending.
Program loans designed as a series of single- tranche operations to support countries’ own
reform efforts provide for a more appropriate  balance between ownership and conditionality.
This balance is important since  we all agree that it is not appropriate for the Bank to lend
without conditions. At the same time past experience and research show that without country
ownership, conditionality is doomed to failure, thereby reducing development effectiveness. In
recent lending operations this concept has been tested, in our view, quite successfully. The
programmatic nature of this lending instrument allows for the necessary flexibility in dealing
with the implementation of complex reforms and the fact that it is  fast disbursing gives it extra
value added in helping countries with their funding strategies. Program loans provide a good
example of how the World Bank can encourage  private resource flows.

For this reason, we support the creation of a Deferred Drawdown Option as a flexible
way to implement programatic adjustment loans. More work is needed however,  to refine the
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details of this option, but if correctly done, we contend that it could give middle-income
countries more leverage to manage their external positions and deal with the markets in a more
favorable way. This is all the more useful in an international environment that will most likely
continue to be characterized by high volatility in the future.

The greater emphasis on program lending, however, must not come at the expense of
discontinuing existing lending instruments. Project lending still may be appropriate in many
countries and in many circumstances. In addition, in situations of crisis, the Bank still should  be
prepared to respond through the use of the traditional adjustment operations. Given the diversity
of country needs and situations, the World Bank will better achieve  its objective by offering a
wider and more flexible set of products to its clients.

Beyond lending instruments, countries like Brazil greatly value the so-called Knowledge
Bank. This institution undoubtedly is the largest repository of information on experiences and
best practices on development in the World. Providing the right advice and technical assistance,
and producing in depth studies on complex matters can be as important as financial resources in
the development process, particularly  when it comes to institution building. Therefore we
welcome the suggestion of the Task Force that the Bank increases its attention to analytical
work. In this context we can support  the proposal for more fiduciary assessments. In order for
this to succeed, it is imperative that the Bank approaches the issue from the perspective of being
helpful to countries that wish to build capacity in areas such as procurement, financial
management, and public expenditure systems. The focus has to be on how to improve local
conditions, how to better cooperate with governments and not  create unnecessary hurdles when
accessing Bank finance. We wish to point out though, that   the World Bank has operated with
adjustment lending for some twenty years without the need to such assessments.

We would like to address the issue of  the proposal to invite middle-income countries to
submit Letter of Development Policy, which would serve as a basis for the Country Assistance
Strategies (CAS). While the paper clearly indicates these documents will not be a requirement,
the Bank must avoid creating unnecessary new bureaucratic processes. We see  no real value
added to this. More fundamentally, in those countries, where much of public expenditures and
responsibilities are decentralized to sub-national, even municipal levels in some instances,
producing such documents may be very costly and may even pose legal challenges. The CAS,
with which we are all familiar, and which is universally accepted, has proven to be efficient in
defining the relationship with client countries.

We want to also express  a similar word of caution  on the proposed development policy
review. One has to avoid creating more burden for the Bank and for the borrowers. In recent
years the analytical work of the Bank in middle-income countries is being carried out in
partnership with local governments, think tanks, and universities. We welcome this trend as a
way to enhance ownership and to facilitate the sharing of knowledge between the Bank and the
developing countries. This is an important vehicle of capacity building, and we want to
encourage further the use of this process. However, any attempt to introduce periodical review as
implied in the referred proposal is likely to disturb the process of confidence building.
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On the collaboration between the World Bank and the IMF, we believe the reference to
experience with low-income countries may not be appropriate. The long-term, quasi permanent,
engagement of the Fund with these countries through the PRGF has no parallel in the case of the
MICS. We favor a clear  separation of responsibilities between the two institutions, with the
Fund reverting to its core areas and the Bank prioritizing social and structural issues. As a
consequence, we see no use in establishing artificial coordination processes and joint
assessments, except in those areas specifically identified, such as the Guidelines on Public Debt
Management, Financial Sector Assessment Program and the Reports on the Observance on
Standards and Codes. In particular, the two institutions ought to avoid the temptation of
establishing cross conditionality. This is not a process that can be managed easily and is likely to
create mistrust in the relationship with countries.

LEVERAGING TRADE FOR DEVELOPMENT: WORLD BANK ROLE

We wish to express our satisfaction with the attention trade issues have received at the
Bank since the Annual Meetings 1999. As we approach the possible launching of a new round of
trade negotiations under the WTO, the Bank should enhance further its engagement in this area.
International trade is crucial for development. The world needs a strong and balanced trading
system. The future round of talks has already been called by some as the “development round”.
The title is indeed appropriate. Developing countries as a group continue to increase their share
of the world’s imports and exports. Therefore, the future round ought to take their concerns more
fully into account. We need a multilateral system of trading rules that is strong, non-
discriminatory, balanced and of benefit to all.

Research conducted at the World Bank demonstrates the negative impact of high levels
of protection in developed countries,  on levels of poverty in developing ones, particularly in
agriculture. The paper mentions that some US$ 266 billion in subsidies are granted to farmers
per year in the advanced countries. This  is compounded by the imposition of high tariffs, with
peaks reaching more than 100 percent in some products.

This implies  that the Bank must make trade a priority  in its work program. We see
broadly three main roles for this institution: the first one, at a more global level, would be to
continue research showing the links between barriers against exports of developing countries and
poverty. These relationships must be spelled out for the international public opinion. Today there
continues to be a false perception that international trade liberalization causes poverty and
dislocation everywhere, in particular in developing countries.  The  fact is  that these countries
simply cannot benefit fully from trade with other nations because of distortions in the system.
The Bank has a crucial advocacy role to play here, and I wish to commend James Wolfensohn
for his continued leadership in this area.

At the regional level, the Bank has produced important research on integration
agreements that must continue. More importantly, we believe that it must  also use its lending
and non-lending services in support of the integration processes. In this regard, we wish to
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welcome the pledge made by James Wolfensohn  in Quebec City to support Latin American and
Caribbean countries in the context of hemispheric integration.

Thirdly, at the country level, the Bank needs to  assist developing countries in building
institutional capacity towards a new round of trade negotiations with the WTO, which would
contribute to raising their profiles in that initiative. This can be important in particular to smaller,
low-income countries. The Bank’s participation in the joint efforts of the so-called Integrated
Framework to support the least developed countries is a case in point. Further, the Bank must
mainstream trade issues in CASs and be ready to assist countries to improve local capacity on the
implementation of trade policies and actions to improve the investment climate and
competitiveness. This involves increased attention to so-called “behind the border” issues such
as adopting appropriate investment regulations, developing adequate transportation
infrastructure, standards and technical regulations,  efficient trade facilitation practices,
establishing modern telecommunications, infrastructure, business services and addressing
sanitary and Phytosanitary problems, and the like. Both lending operations as well as analytical
work can help serve this purpose.

HARMONIZATION OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

We are of the view that any attempt at harmonization of policies and procedures will
consume time and resources of development agencies. Such an exercise can only be justified if it
is motivated by the clear objective of reducing administrative overload and financial costs to
borrowers. From the perspective of borrowing countries, harmonization among Multilateral
Development Banks (MDBs) has never been a necessity. These institutions were created in
parallel they have different roles and comparative advantages and they also have a different
shareholders structure. Also, a certain competition among them will increase value to clients and
therefore maximize the development impact. Moreover, it has been recognized and documented
that World Bank with all its highly complex environmental, social and financial “safeguards” is
the most expensive of the institutions to work with. Therefore, harmonization if not properly
framed could raise the cost of doing business with MDBs across the board.

Priority attention should be given to harmonization among bilateral donors operating in
low-income countries. It has been documented by several evaluation initiatives conducted by the
World Bank’s Operations Evaluation Department, that the multiplicity and diversity of reporting
requirements, procedures and polices of aid agencies create a great burden on aid recipients. We
agree with the report’s proposal for a participatory process between donors and recipients to
strive for simple standards and common principles. It is preferable to define minimum good
practices with which all developing countries, including the ones with weak institutional
capacity, could comply, rather than go for the state of the art procedures, which could be an
obstacle to development effectiveness.

     We also agree with the view that harmonization is just an interim exercise and that in
future, bilateral and multilateral agencies should work towards developing their own systems as a
basis for delivering aid.
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GLOBAL PUBLIC GOODS

We welcome the progress made in all areas established as priority during our meeting in
Prague, namely, communicable disease, environmental commons, economic governance and
financial stability, trade integration, and knowledge. While many activities are taking place
under the different headings, the main challenge for the global public goods agenda remains its
financing. Good projects are not lacking, many initiatives would deserve support when
considered on their merits alone. However, the Bank’s financial sustainability depends
substantially on its borrowing in international markets and on-lending to clients. To  finance
public goods on a grant basis is severely limited. Consequently, the Bank should continue to look
for alternative  methods of financing, with the involvement of the private sector, philanthropists
and bilateral donors. Some successful  innovations are already being tested, such as the Prototype
Carbon Fund established by the Bank as a public-private partnership to purchase green house
emission reductions from projects in developing countries and transition economies. It is indeed
an imaginative way of testing and building the future market of carbon trading, and it is
encouraging to hear that it has already built up $300 million in projects in the pipeline. The
leverage is high, considering the contribution by the World Bank of US$ 4 million of its own
resources to constitute the Fund.

HIV/AIDS

The scaling up of Bank activities on combating HIV/AIDS is very positive.  As the
Progress Report notes that the epidemic has continued spreading, with an estimated 5.3 million
new cases, which is a cause of deep concern. At the same time the international public debate has
gained momentum, bringing the issue to the forefront of the global agenda and raising support
for anti HIV/AIDS campaigns. Higher public awareness of the problem is certainly one of the
important  determinants in  the fall in drug prices. Also more and more governments around the
world are taking actions against the disease. These development gives the world more reasons
for hope.

We are glad to see that the Bank’s Multi-Country AIDS Program created in September
2000 for Africa is well under way, already benefiting seven countries in that continent, and that a
MAP for the Caribbean nations will be established soon, which will initially  benefit Barbados
and the Dominican Republic. What is also most noteworthy is that the portfolio of traditional
projects for HIV/Aids has been growing. In this regard, Brazil was one of the first countries to
establish national program to prevent AIDS, with the support of the Word Bank,  with the first of
its loans dating back to 1993. The Brazilian anti-AIDS program has been internationally
recognized as a very successful one.
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IMF/WORLD BANK ROLES IN PROMOTING INTEGRITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
SYSTEM

I strongly support a strengthening of international cooperation in combating money
laundering and financial crime and an intensification of the Fund and the Bank activities in this
area in a way that is consistent with their respective mandates. Money laundering distorts the
efficient global allocation of resources and creates international negative externalities that can
adversely affect other countries.

The Financial Action Task Force 40 Recommendations are recognized as the key
international standard to deter money laundering by a large number of countries. The Fund and
the Bank should recognize the FATF 40 Recommendations as the international standard in this
area and determine how they could be made operational in the Bank’s capacity building efforts.
The Bank, however, should not get involved with those aspects of the FATF 40
Recommendations that are related to criminal and law enforcement matters, or issues that are
outside its core areas of expertise. Our chair also considers that anti-money laundering issues
should not be covered under conditionality. The FATF 40 Recommendations should have the
same voluntary nature already agreed for the other international standards used by the Bank in its
operational work.

An approach based on international cooperation is preferable to one based on
confrontation and would yield better results in the long run. The Bretton Woods Institutions have
a broad membership, which make them well placed to contribute to this issue. I would like to
encourage the Fund and the Bank to explore with the FATF ways  of getting  countries to work
more closely together on this issue under a constructive and cooperative multilateral approach.
The current process of revision of the FATF 40 Recommendations provides a good opportunity
to listen to the concerns and suggestions of non-FATF members through an appropriately
inclusive outreach process.

Efforts to combat money laundering are needed everywhere, both in offshore financial
centers and in major international financial centers. Global consolidated supervision can be a
powerful instrument to combat money laundering. The solution lies not only in better supervision
in Offshore Financial Centers, but also in more effective consolidated supervision by home
countries. These considerations should inform the Fund’s work in this area.

GUIDELINES ON PUBLIC DEBT MANAGEMENT AND EFFECTIVE INSOLVENCY SYSTEMS:
PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES

We welcome the two documents tabled and commend the Bank for the process of
consultation that went into their elaboration, in particular the Guidelines for Public Debt
Management. In the case of the document on effective insolvency regimes we support the Bank’s
proposal that these principles should be further developed. However we wish to emphasize the
importance of deepening further the consultation process with the government authorities of
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borrowing countries. A similar process adopted in the elaboration of the Guidelines on Public
Debt Management should be followed here in order to give the standard real legitimacy.

We see both documents as guidelines which countries can use if they deem fit and
which they can adapt to their own circumstances. Although both documents can certainly serve
as a basis for policy dialogue and technical assistance by the Bank they should not become part
of conditionality in lending. The Bank should be prepared to support capacity building in these
two areas through lending and analytical work.


